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ABSTRACT
In eukaryotes, U3 snoRNA is essential for pre-rRNA
maturation. Its 50-domain was found to form base
pair interactions with the 18S and 50-ETS parts
of the pre-rRNA. In Xenopus laevis, two segments
of U3 snoRNA form base-pair interactions with the
50-ETS region and only one of them is essential
to the maturation process. In Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, two similar U3 snoRNA–50 ETS inter-
actions are possible; but, the functional importance
of only one of them had been tested. Surprisingly,
this interaction, which corresponds to the non-
essential one in X. laevis, is essential for cell
growth and pre-rRNA maturation in yeast. In
parallel with [Dutca et al. (2011) The initial U3
snoRNA:pre-rRNA base pairing interaction required
for pre-18S rRNA folding revealed by in vivo
chemical probing. Nucleic Acids Research, 39,
5164–5180], here we show, that the second
possible 11-bp long interaction between the 50
domain of S. cerevisiae U3 snoRNA and the
pre-rRNA 50-ETS region (helix VI) is also essential
for pre-rRNA processing and cell growth.
Compensatory mutations in one-half of helix VI
fully restored cell growth. Only a partial restoration
of growth was obtained upon extension of compen-
satory mutations to the entire helix VI, suggesting
sequence requirement for binding of specific
proteins. Accordingly, we got strong evidences for
a role of segment VI in the association of proteins
Mpp10, Imp4 and Imp3.
INTRODUCTION
In eukaryotes, ribosomal RNAs are transcribed as a long
precursor by RNA polymerase I (1). Both transcription
and maturation of this precursor RNA take place in the
nucleolus. In addition to the 18S, 5.8S and 25/28S rRNA
sequences, the transcript contains two external transcribed
spacers 50-ETS and 30-ETS and two internal spacers ITS1
and ITS2. These spacers are excised through an ordered
series of endo- and exo-nucleolytic cleavages (1–3). During
the maturation process, the pre-rRNA and its maturation
intermediates also undergo numerous post-transcriptional
modiﬁcations, which are guided and catalysed by small
nucleolar RNPs (snoRNPs): C/D box snoRNPs contain
C/D box snoRNAs and catalyse ribose 20-O-methylations
(4–6), and H/ACA snoRNPs contain H/ACA snoRNAs
and catalyse pseudouridylations (7–9). In all eukarya
studied so far, one of the C/D box snoRNPs, the U3
snoRNP, is essential for the early cleavages of the
pre-rRNA leading to mature 18S rRNA production. In
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, together with the U14, snR10
and snR30 snoRNPs, the U3 snoRNP is required for
pre-rRNA cleavages at sites A0, A1 and A2 (10–14). U3
snoRNA contains two domains (15,16), a 30 domain that
is the anchoring site for the core U3 snoRNP proteins
(Snu13p/15.5kD, Nop56p, Nop58p, Nop1p/ﬁbrillarin
and Rrp9p) (17–21) and a 50 domain that forms several
base-pair interactions with the pre-rRNA (17,22,23)
(Figure 1) and associates with the Mpp10-Imp3-Imp4
protein complex (24–27).
Three interactions involving the 18S part of the
pre-rRNA (helices I–III) were proposed (Figure 1A) and
their formation in yeast cells was demonstrated by in vivo
footprinting experiments (17,22). One of these interactions
is formed with the conserved box A0 of U3 snoRNA (helix
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this snoRNA (helices I and II) (17,22). The functional
importance for cell growth and pre-rRNA maturation of
the boxes A and A0 and of the formation of helix II have
been demonstrated in yeast (17,22,28). The segments
of the 18S pre-rRNA which are implicated in the
inter-molecular helices I–III correspond to three of the
four segments involved in formation of the conserved
central pseudo-knot structure in mature 18S rRNA. This
central pseudo-knot structure is required to get active
ribosomes (29,30) (Figure 1B). One remaining question
is therefore to know, whether the fourth 18S rRNA
segment involved in this central pseudo-knot structure
and which shows some complementarity with U3
snoRNA may also be involved in the U3 snoRNA–
pre-rRNA interaction (17) (Figure 1A and B). The possi-
bility to form intermolecular helices I–III between U3
snoRNA and the pre-rRNA was also demonstrated in
Xenopus laevis and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and the
functional importance of helix III formation was
demonstrated in X. laevis (31).
In addition to bind to the 18S region of the pre-rRNA,
U3 snoRNA was also shown to interact with the 50-ETS
region. In S. cerevisiae, a 10-bp interaction formed
between these two RNAs (helix V) (Figure 1C) was
found to be required for cleavages at sites A0–A2 (32).
The possibility to form this interaction is phylogenetically
conserved in yeast species, X. laevis and Trypanosoma
brucei (33). However, formation of the corresponding
interaction is not crucial for X. laevis (Figure 1D) and
T. brucei pre-rRNA maturation (34–36). In contrast, in
these two organisms, another segment of U3 snoRNA
designated as the 30-hinge region was found to interact
with the 50-ETS region to form the so called 30-hinge inter-
action (37,38) (Figure1D), and this interaction is essential
for 18S rRNA production in both organisms (34–36).
Altogether, these data suggested that although sharing
common features, some differences exist between the
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Figure 1. Demonstrated and proposed interactions between yeast U3 snoRNA and the pre-rRNA. (A) The proposed and experimentally
demonstrated base pair interactions between yeast U3 snoRNA and the 18S part of yeast pre-rRNA. The three well demonstrated interactions
(helices I–III) between box A and box A0 in U3 snoRNA and three segments of the 18S part of the pre-rRNA, which are involved in formation of
the central pseudoknot structure in mature 18S rRNA (panel B), are shown (17,22,23,28). The putative helix IV which can be formed by U3 snoRNA
and the fourth segment involved in the 18S pseudoknot structure (17) is also shown. The pre-rRNA sequences of interest are in green. The remaining
parts of the molecule are schematically represented by green lines. The U3 snoRNA sequences of interest are in black, the remaining parts of the
molecule are represented by black lines and schematically drawn stem–loop structures. Positions of nucleotides in the sequences are given as referred
to the 50 extremities of the molecules. The pre-rRNA segments involved in the 18S pseudoknot structure are in pink and yellow boxes, respectively, as
in B. Positions of the A0, A1 and A2 cleavage sites in the pre-rRNA are indicated. (B) Schematic representation of the central pseudo-knot structure
of yeast 18S rRNA (29,30) using the same colours as in A. (C) Schematic representation of the demonstrated and proposed interactions between
yeast U3 snoRNA and the 50 ETS region of yeast pre-rRNA. The well documented helix V (23,32,49), as well as the proposed helix VI (35), which
correspond to the 50- and 30-hinge interactions in X. laevis, respectively (D), are shown, as well as the internal helix 1b0. (D) Schematic representation
of the well documented 50- and 30-hinge interactions in X. laevis (35,36).
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As the 30-hinge interaction may also exist in yeast (38)
(Figure 1C), experiments had to be performed to deter-
mine whether it is required for yeast pre-rRNA
maturation.
In addition to its interaction with the pre-rRNA, the 50
domain of U3 snoRNA is also required for the recruit-
ment of U3 snoRNP speciﬁc proteins Mpp10, Imp3 and
Imp4 (25,39,40). Protein Imp3 likely mediates the inter-
action of proteins Mpp10 and Imp4 with U3 snoRNA
(25,26). In vitro studies suggested that Imp3p and Imp4p
stabilize the otherwise unstable helix V formed between
U3 snoRNA and the 50-ETS region. In addition, Imp4p
is expected to rearrange the U3 snoRNA stem A structure
to facilitate base-pair interaction with the 18S region of
the pre-rRNA (39). These three proteins are essential
proteins in yeast. They form a protein complex which
was shown to play a crucial role in pre-rRNA processing.
Like the U3 snoRNA, they are required for the early
cleavages of the pre-rRNA at sites A0–A2 (24,26,41,42).
To complete the delineation of the functional sequences
in the 50 domain of the yeast U3 snoRNA, we produced a
large series of U3 snoRNA mutants and tested the effect
of the mutations they carried on U3 snoRNA stability, cell
growth capability and pre-rRNA maturation. The muta-
tions that we generated in the U3 snoRNA sequence
(segment VI) (Figure 2), which might be involved in for-
mation of helix VI, the counterpart of the 30-hinge inter-
action, were strongly deleterious for cell growth. Hence,
we tested whether complementary mutations in the 50 ETS
region of the pre-rRNA could restore growth (Figure 3).
Whereas, mutations in the 50 half of the U3 snoRNA
segment VI were fully compensated by base substitutions
in its partner 50-ETS segment, only a partial restoration of
growth was obtained when compensatory mutations
extended over the entire helix VI. This suggested that
the 30 half of the U3 segment involved in helix VI might
have an additional function. Therefore, we tested the
effect of mutations in this segment on protein Mpp10,
Imp3 and Imp4 association.
Altogether, here we demonstrate the implication of the
yeast U3 snoRNA sequence from positions 62 to 72 in
formation of a second intermolecular helix with the
50-ETS region of the pre-rRNA (helix VI) and its involve-
ment in the recruitment of proteins Mpp10, Imp3 and
Imp4. Work done by Dutca et al. (43) in parallel with
this study, also shows the functional implication of the
U3 snoRNA 30 hinge-50 ETS interaction by in vivo foot-
printing analysis of the pre-rRNA structure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains and growth conditions
The Escherichia coli TG1 strain was used for production
of recombinant DNA. It was grown at 37 C, in Luria
Broth medium, with 100mg/ml of ampicillin when ne-
cessary. The S. cerevisiae NOY504 strain (MATa,
rrn4::LEU2, ade2-101, ura3-1, trp1-1, leu2-3, 112,
can1-100) was used to test the functionality of mutated
yeast rDNA units in the presence or the absence of
mutated U3 snoRNAs. This strain expresses a
thermosensitive version of RNA polymerase I (44). The
S. cerevisiae JH84 strain (Mata snr17a.Gald:URA3
snr17b::LEU2 his3 ade2 can1) (13) was used to test the
functionality of mutated yeast U3 snoRNAs as previously
described (45). To get the JH84-VS10 strain, we inserted a
Flag-coding sequence in fusion with the genomic MPP10
ORF by homologous recombination. To this end, we used
a PCR-ampliﬁed DNA fragment containing the
Flag-coding sequence followed by a kanamycin marker
gene, the Flag and Kan-coding sequences were ﬂanked
by the 50-bp sequences located upstream and downstream
of the MPP10 stop codon, respectively. To get the
JH84-VS3 strain, we inserted a TAP-tag-coding sequence
in fusion with the genomic IMP3 ORF by homologous
recombination. In this case, we used a PCR ampliﬁed
DNA fragment containing the TAP-coding sequence
followed by a Histidine marker gene. The TAP and
HIS-coding sequences were ﬂanked by the 50-bp se-
quences located upstream and downstream of the IMP3
start codon, respectively.
The Li-Acetate method (46) was used to transform the
NOY504, JH84, JH84-VS10 and JH84-VS3 S. cerevisiae
strains with various plasmids. The JH84 and JH84-VS3
strains were transformed with one pASZ11::U3A
plasmid expressing the WT or one of the variant U3
snoRNAs (U3:4-1 to 4-7, U3:IV-1 to IV-3 and U3:VI-1
to VI-6). The JH84-VS10 strain was co-transformed with
one pASZ11::U3A plasmid expressing the WT or one of
the variant U3 snoRNAs (U3:VI-1, VI-2 and VI-5) and
plasmid p413TEF::HA-IMP4 expressing an HA-tagged
Imp4 protein. The NOY504 strain was transformed with
the WT or one of the variant pHW18 plasmids
(50-ETS:VI-1, VI-2, VI-5, VI-6) with or without
co-transformation with a pASZ11::U3A plasmid express-
ing one of the variant U3 snoRNAs (U3:VI-1, VI-2, VI-5
or VI-6).
The NOY504, JH84-VS10 and JH84-VS3 recombinant
cells were grown in YPG [1% (w/v) yeast extract, 2%
(w/v) bactopeptone and 2% (w/v) D-galactose] or YPD
[1% (w/v) yeast extract, 2% (w/v) bactopeptone and 2%
(w/v) D-glucose] medium in the conditions previously
described (45).
Phages and plasmids used in this study
Plasmid pASZ11::yU3A (17) containing the U3A gene
under the control of its own promoter, was used for ex-
pression of WT or variant U3A snoRNAs in S. cerevisiae.
Site-directed mutagenesis of the yU3 gene was either per-
formed on phage M13mp9::T7-yU3A (15), by using the
method developed by Kramer et al. (47) (the oligonucleo-
tides used are listed in Supplementary Table S1) or on a
pUC18 recombinant plasmid containing the yU3A-coding
sequence (pUC18::T7-yU3A) using the QuickChange
Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (STRATAGENE)
(the oligonucleotides used are listed in Supplementary
Table S1). In both cases, the Sal I–EcoR I fragment con-
taining the yU3A-coding sequence was transferred from
the mutated recombinant phage or recombinant plasmid
into plasmid pASZ11::yU3A cleaved by the same enzymes.
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plasmids were completely sequenced. Plasmid pHW18
containing a complete rDNA unit of S. cerevisiae under
the control of the GAL7 promoter (28,32,48,49) was used
to complement the NOY504 strain at non-permissive tem-
perature. Site-directed mutagenesis of the pre-rRNA
50-ETS-coding sequence was performed on plasmid
pTH66 containing the sequence coding the 50-ETS
region and the 50 extremity of the 18S rRNA of a
S. cerevisiae rDNA unit (32). The WT 50-ETS sequence
in the rDNA unit of plasmid pHW18 was then replaced by
the mutated 50-ETS region by using the two bordering
BamH I restriction sites. To produce plasmid expressing
an HA-tagged Imp4 protein, the Sma I/Cla I and Xba I/
BamH I DNA fragments containing the IMP4 ORF and
the HA tag, respectively, were obtained by PCR ampliﬁ-
cation using the oligonucleotides given in Supplementary
Table S1. These DNA fragments were cloned under the
control of the TEF promoter into the centromeric
p413TEF::HIS3 plasmid (19).
Test for cell growth capacity
Transformed JH84, JH84-VS10 and JH84-VS3 cells were
grown and U3 snoRNA expression was repressed as
described in (28,32,45,49). Brieﬂy, cells were ﬁrst grown
for 48h at 30 C in YPG liquid medium and then
transferred into YPD liquid medium, growth was for
24h at 30 C in order to repress genomic U3 snoRNA
expression. Finally, growth capability was tested on
YPD plates at three temperatures (20, 30 and 37 C) and
observed after 48h of incubation at 30 or 37 C and 72h of
incubation at 20 C. Transformed NOY504 cells were ﬁrst
grown at 30 C to mid-log phase in YPG medium, the cell
culture was then diluted to an A600 of 0.1U in YPG
medium, and grown at 20 or 37 C for 6h (50). Growth
capability was tested on YPG plates at 20 or 37 C. The
size of the colonies was examined after 72h of incubation.
Northern blot analysis
For extraction of total RNAs, the transformed JH84,
JH84-VS10 and JH84-VS3 cells were grown in YPG
medium until stationary phase and then transferred in
YPD medium and grown for another 24h and then
centrifuged at 4 C and washed with ice-cold water. The
same protocol was used for NOY504 cells, except that
growth was for 6h at non-permissive temperature (37 C)
in YPG. About 30 A600 units of cells were lysed in the
presence of 200ml of extraction buffer (100mM NaCl;
10mM EDTA; 50mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.5) by vortexing
with an equal volume of acid-washed glass beads and
RNAs were phenol extracted and precipitated (45).
To compare WT and variant yU3A RNA stabilities in
transformed JH84 cells by northern blot experiments,
20mg of total RNA extracted from the various mutant
strains were fractionated in parallel on a 6% polyacryl-
amide denaturing gel and the fractionated RNAs were
transferred onto Hybond N
+ membrane (Amersham) in
10  SSPE buffer (1  SSPE is 0.18 M NaCl, 10mM
NaH2PO4 and 1mM EDTA, pH 7.7), as previously
described (45). The 50-end
32P labelled oligonucleotides
RT-yU3 and RT-yU6 (Supplementary Table S1) were
used as the probes. The radioactivity in the bands of gel
was quantiﬁed with a Molecular Dynamic Phospho
Imager using the Image Quant software. The U6
snRNA level was used for standardization of the data
and the steady state levels of variant yU3A RNAs were
expressed as a percentage of the steady state level of WT
yU3 RNA. Each northern blot experiment was performed
in triplicate using RNA extracted from different cell
cultures.
The mature 18S and 25S rRNAs accumulated in
NOY504 cells grown for 6h at non-permissive tempera-
ture (37 C) and the pre-rRNA maturation intermediates
present in the transformed JH84 cells grown in YPD
medium were analysed by northern blot analysis after
fractionation of total RNAs by electrophoresis on 1.2%
agarose formaldehyde gels using 20mg of total RNA per
lane, as previously described (17,51). RNAs were then
transferred onto Hybond N
+ membrane (Amersham) in
10  SSPE buffer (1  SSPE is 0.18 M NaCl, 10mM
NaH2PO4 and 1mM EDTA pH 7.7). Hybridizations
were performed in a 6  SSPE-0.5% sodium dodecyl
sulphate–5  Denhardt’s solution. The 50-end labelled
oligonucleotides 009 and 016 (52) were used to detect
the mature 18S and 25S rRNAs in NOY504 transformed
cells and the 50-end labelled oligonucleotide 002 to detect
pre-rRNA maturation intermediates in JH84 transformed
cells (see Supplementary Table S1 for description of the
oligonucleotides and Figure 4A and C).
Primer extension analysis
Total RNAs extracted from NOY504 cells transformed
with one of the pHW18 plasmid with or without one of
the pASZ11::yU3A plasmid derivatives and grown for 6h
at non-permissive temperature (37 C) were used for
primer extension analysis (23). The 50-end labelled oligo-
nucleotides 009 and 016 (Supplementary Table S1) were
used as the primers. Incubation was for 30min at 42 C,
using 5mg of total RNA extract, in the presence of 1 U of
AMV reverse transcriptase and 0.5mM of each dNTPs.
The synthesized cDNAs were fractionated by gel electro-
phoresis on a 6% polyacrylamide/8 M urea gel as previ-
ously described (53). Similar experiments were performed
with total RNAs extracted from JH84 strain transformed
with WT or mutated pASZ11::yU3A plasmid derivatives
and grown on glucose for 24h. Oligonucleotide 008
(Supplementary Table S1) was used as the primer in this
case.
Immunoselection experiments
The JH84-VS10 cells, transformed with plasmid p413
TEF::HA-IMP4 and the JH84-VS3 cells expressing the
TAP-tagged Imp3p were transformed with the WT or
variant pASZ11::U3A plasmid and grown on YPG
medium until stationary phase. Cells were then transferred
on YPD medium and grown for another 24h. The cell
pellet was washed with ice-cold water and suspended in
lysis buffer (150mM KCl, 5mM MgCl2, 20mM Tris–
HCl, pH 7.5) at a concentration of 10ml/A600 unit of
cells. Cells were lysed by vortexing for 5min with an
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prepared by two cycles of centrifugation for 5min at
3000g and 4 C. A 10% fraction of the extract was used
to quantify the amount of variant yU3A RNAs by
northern blot analysis, as described above. The amount
of variant yU3A RNA was expressed as a percentage of
the amount of WT yU3A RNA obtained in the control
experiment. The remaining part of the extract (90%) was
used for immunoselection assays carried out as previously
described (54). Brieﬂy, 270ml of cell extract containing the
Flag-Mpp10 and HA-Imp4 protein fusions or the
TAP-Imp3 protein fusion were incubated for 2h at 4 C
with 30ml of agarose beads coated with the anti-Flag
antibody (Sigma), 30ml of G-sepharose beads coated
with an anti-HA antibody (Amersham-Pharmacia), or
30ml of agarose beads coated with rabbit IgG antibody
(Sigma), respectively. The RNAs bound on the beads were
extracted by incubation for 30min at 37 C with 150mgo f
proteinase K, followed by phenol extraction and ethanol
precipitation. The amount of variant yU3A RNA
associated with the Flag-tagged Mpp10, HA-tagged
Imp4 or TAP-tagged Imp3 protein was analysed by
northern blot analysis as described above.
The relative efﬁciencies of immunoselection of the
variant versus WT yU3A RNAs were expressed taking
into account the ratios of expression of these variant
RNAs: the amounts of immunoselected variant RNAs
were expressed as percentages of the amount of
immunoselected WT yU3A RNA, corrected by multipli-
cation of these percentages by the ratios of WT versus
variant RNA expressions. The mean values of the cor-
rected percentages obtained in three independent experi-
ments and their standard deviations are given.
RESULTS
Mutations in the U3 segment VI (positions 62–72) have
dramatic effects on yeast cell growth
The 50 domain of U3 snoRNA plays a key role in forma-
tion of the active processome. However, much less infor-
mation was available on the possible function of the 30
part of this domain compared to its 50 part. To ﬁll this
gap, we generated a series of 3 up to 12nt-long base sub-
stitutions, as well as a series of 3 up to 5nt-long deletions
within the yeast U3 snoRNA segment extending from pos-
itions 49 to 72 (Figure 2A) (25). This allowed us to test the
functional importance of: (i) segment 4 (positions 49–61)
that is linking helix V to the putative helix VI (Figure 1C)
(54); (ii) segment IV (position 60–64) that was proposed to
form an intermolecular helix IV with the 18S part of the
pre-rRNA (17) (Figure 1A); and (iii) segment VI (pos-
itions 62–72) that was predicted to form an intermolecular
helix VI with the 50-ETS region (30-hinge interaction) (38)
(Figure 1C).
To evaluate the effect of these mutations on U3
snoRNA stability and cell growth, the S. cerevisiae JH84
strain was transformed with plasmids pASZ11::yU3A,
containing the WT or mutated U3A genes (13). In this
strain, the endogenous U3B snoRNA gene is disrupted
and the U3A snoRNA gene is under the control of the
Gal regulator. The transformed cells were ﬁrst grown in
the presence of galactose (YPG medium), so that the
genomic WT U3A gene was expressed. They were then
transferred into YPD medium containing glucose, so
that only the U3A gene of plasmid pASZ11::yU3A was
expressed. After 24h of growth on YPD medium, the
stabilities of the U3 snoRNA variants were compared to
that of WT yU3 snoRNA by using northern blot analysis.
The RT-yU3 primer complementary to the 30-terminal
region of U3 snoRNA (Supplementary Table S1) was
used as the probe. The RT-yU6 oligonucleotide comple-
mentary to U6 snRNA (Supplementary Table S1) was
used for normalization of the results. In parallel, the
effects of the mutations on cell growth were tested on
YPD solid medium at three different temperatures (20,
30 and 37 C) (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S1A).
None of the mutations generated within the region ex-
tending from positions 49 to 64 had a signiﬁcant effect on
cell growth (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S1A) and
only very limited variations of the U3 snoRNA stability
were detected (Supplementary Figure S1B). Therefore, we
concluded that neither this sequence, nor its length has a
strong importance for U3 snoRNA activity in yeast.
In contrast, (Figure 2A and B) substitution of the entire
segment VI by its complementary sequence (variant VI-2),
as well as the substitutions of its 50 (variant VI-1) or 30 half
(variant VI-5) by complementary sequences abolished
growth on glucose at the three temperatures tested.
Modiﬁcation of the identity of all residues in segment VI
(variant VI-2) strongly destabilized U3 snoRNA, whereas
only a moderate destabilization was observed for variants
VI-1 and VI-5 (Figure 2C and D). Altogether, these data
were a strong indication for a functional importance of the
U3 snoRNA segment VI. Nevertheless, all residues in
segment VI have not the same importance for cell
growth. For instance, substitutions of three residues in
the central part of segment VI (variants VI-3 and VI-4)
or of the three residues at its 50-end (variants IV-2 and
IV-3) or their deletion (variant IV-1) had very limited
effects on both cell growth (Figure 2 and Supplementary
Figure S1A) and U3 snoRNA stability (Figure 2C and
Supplementary Figure S1B). In contrast, substitution of
only the two G residues at positions 71 and 72 by C
residues (variant VI-6) was sufﬁcient to generate a
strong growth phenotype, especially at low temperature
(Figure 2B), without signiﬁcant decrease of the U3
snoRNA stability (Figure 2C and D). Having shown
that segment VI of U3 snoRNA has a functional import-
ance, we then tested if its complementary sequence in the
50-ETS region of the pre-rRNA also has a high functional
importance.
Helix VI formation is essential for cell growth
First, we checked whether the 50-ETS segment comple-
mentary to the U3 segment VI (segment 50-ETS:VI, pos-
itions 281–291) (Figure 1C) is also needed for cell growth.
To this end, we used another yeast strain, NOY504
(32,44,48). This mutant strain expresses a
temperature-sensitive RNA polymerase I which is
inactive at 37 C. To grow at non-permissive temperature,
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Figure 2. Effects of mutations in the U3 snoRNA segment encompassing residues 49–72 on yeast cell growth. (A) The mutations generated in the
yeast U3 snoRNA region extending from positions 49 to 72 and their effects on cell growth. Formations of helix V and the putative helix VI are
represented at the top of the panel. The mutations generated in the S. cerevisiae U3A snoRNA are indicated below the WT sequence. Open triangle
indicates a nucleotide deletion. The names of the mutations are given in the left column. The growth capabilities of cells expressing the variant U3
snoRNAs at 20, 30 and 37 C are indicated on the right side of the panel. + + +, ++ and+correspond to normal, slightly decreased and strongly
decreased growths, respectively, and indicates a complete growth abolition. (B) Base substitutions in segment VI of U3 snoRNA strongly impair
cell growth. The growth capability of JH84 cells transformed with the WT or a variant pASZ11::U3A plasmid (variants U3:VI-1, VI-2, VI-3, VI-4,
VI-5 and VI-6) was tested at 20, 30 and 37 C on YPD medium, as described in ‘Materials and Methods’ section. A control experiment was
performed with a JH84 cell transformed with an empty pASZ11 plasmid ( ). Growth was examined after 48h of incubation at 30 or 37 C and
72h of incubation at 20 C. (C and D) Only the complete substitution of all residues in segment VI of U3 snoRNA has a strong effect on U3
snoRNA stability in cellulo. Analysis by northern blot (C) of the relative stabilities of the yU3A WT and variant RNAs in the JH84 S. cerevisiae cells
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(continued)strain NOY504 has to be transformed by plasmid pHW18
containing a complete yeast rDNA unit under the control
of a RNA pol II dependent GAL7 promoter. (32,44,48). In
the presence of galactose in the medium, the yeast rDNA
unit is expressed and at 37 C, it complements the RNA
pol I deﬁciency of the strain. To test for the effects of
mutations in segment 50-ETS:VI on cell growth, we
produced a series of variant pHW18 plasmids and tested
the capabilities of these plasmids to restore growth at
non-permissive temperature. We had in mind to test in
the second step the possibility to compensate mutations
in U3 snoRNA by mutations in the pre-rRNA. Hence, we
produced four variant pre-rRNAs carrying mutations in
segment 50-ETS:VI (variants 50-ETS:VI-1, VI-2, VI-5 and
VI-6), which were able to compensate the mutations
present in the U3 snoRNA variants U3:VI-1, VI-2, VI-5
and VI-6, respectively (Figure 3A). As expected, NOY504
cells transformed with the WT or variant pHW18
plasmids all grew on galactose at 20 C (Figure 3B).
However, at 37 C, only the cells transformed with the
WT pHW18 plasmid grew efﬁciently (Figure 3B). The
pre-rRNAs carrying base substitutions in the 30 or 50
half of the 50-ETS:VI segment or carrying base substitu-
tions in the entire 50-ETS:VI segment (variants 50
ETS:VI-1, VI-5 and VI-2, respectively) did not ensure
growth at this temperature (Figure 3B). Only the
pre-rRNA with two base substitutions (CC instead of
GG) in the 50-ETS sequence (variant 5-ETS:VI-6) was
able to ensure a slow growth at non-permissive tempera-
ture. Altogether, the data demonstrated the functional im-
portance of the 50-ETS segment VI (positions 281–291),
complementary to segment VI of U3 snoRNA (Figure
3A), which strongly suggested a functional importance
of the intermolecular helix VI.
To further demonstrate the importance of helix VI, we
co-expressed each of the U3 snoRNA variants mutated in
segment VI in NOY504 cells, together with the pre-rRNAs
containing the compensatory base substitutions needed for
restoration of helix VI formation (Figure 3A). Growth
was fully restored when the compensatory mutations made
in the two RNAs only concerned the 50-half or the two 30
terminal residues of the U3 segment VI (variant U3:VI-1
compensated by the 50-ETS: VI-1 variant and variant
U3:VI-6 compensated by the 50-ETS: VI-6 variant, re-
spectively) (Figure 3B). Growth was also restored but to
a slightly lesser extent, when the 30-half of the U3 segment
VI was mutated (variant U3:VI-5 compensated by the 50
ETS: VI-5 variant) and the efﬁciency of cell growth res-
toration was even lower when the entire U3 segment VI
was mutated (variant U3:VI-2 compensated by the variant
50 ETS: VI-2, respectively) (Figure 3B). Taken together,
these results were strong arguments in favour of a role of
helix VI formation in pre-rRNA maturation. Due to the
presence of the endogenous U3 snoRNA in strain
NOY504, we could not evaluate whether the variant
VI-2 U3 snoRNA was destabilized in the presence of the
compensatory mutation in the 50 ETS region as found in
strain JH84 in the absence of the compensatory mutation
(Figure 2C). However, the data suggested that in addition
to the necessity to form helix VI, the nucleotide sequence
of one-half of this helix (U3 snoRNA sequence from pos-
itions 68 to 72, 50-ETS sequence from positions 281 to 285)
also has a functional importance.
Helix VI is required for 18S rRNA production
To test for the effect of the absence of helix VI formation
on pre-rRNA maturation, we ﬁrst used the tag sequences
inserted in the 18S and 25S rRNAs produced from
plasmid pHW18 (32). This allowed us to measure the
amounts of mature 18S and 25S rRNA in NOY504 cells
expressing the WT or variant pre-rRNAs by northern blot
analyses, using oligonucleotides 009 and 016 (Figure 4A
and Supplementary Table S1) as the probes. These experi-
ments were performed on total RNAs extracted after 6h
of growth at non-permissive temperature. No 18S rRNA
was produced in the NOY504 cells expressing pre-rRNAs
carrying the VI-1, VI-2 and VI-5 mutations in the 50-ETS
region (Figure 4A). As expected, 25S rRNA production
was not altered by these mutations (Figure 4A). When
mutations in the pre-rRNA expressed by plasmid
pHW18 were compensated by mutations in the U3
snoRNA expressed from plasmid pASZ11::U3A, 18S
rRNA production was restored (Figure 4A). Therefore,
we concluded that the growth defect observed in the
absence of helix VI formation was due to the absence of
18S rRNA production.
Helix VI is required for cleavages at sites A0, A1 and A2
To identify the step(s) in 18S rRNA processing, which is
(are) blocked by helix VI mutations, ﬁrst, we analysed the
pre-rRNA maturation intermediates produced in recom-
binant JH84 cells expressing U3 snoRNA variants VI-1,
VI-2 and VI-5 by northern blot experiments. Growth was
on glucose for 24h and after electrophoresis, total RNAs
were probed with the 50-end labelled oligonucleotide 002,
which is complementary to an ITS1 segment located
upstream of site A2 (Figure 4B). By this approach, we
could detect: the 35S precursor, the 23S intermediate
released by cleavage at site A3 in the absence of cleavages
at sites A0–A2, and the 20S intermediate generated by
cleavages at sites A1 and A2 (Figure 4B). The northern
blot patterns obtained for the JH84 cells expressing the U3
snoRNA variants VI-1, VI-2 and VI-5 were very similar to
the one obtained for the control JH84 strain containing an
empty pASZ11 plasmid. In contrast to cells expressing the
WT U3 snoRNA, no 20S intermediate was detected when
the variant U3 snoRNAs were expressed. Only the 35S
RNA precursor and some 23S intermediate were present.
No appearance of the 32S intermediate resulting from
Figure 2. Continued
grown at 30 C in YPD medium (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section) were performed using the 50-end labelled oligonucleotide RT-yU3 as the probe
and a 50-end labelled oligonucleotide complementary to U6 snRNA (RT-yU6, see Supplementary Table S1) for normalization of the data. A graphic
representation of the relative stabilities of variant U3 snoRNAs compared to WT U3 snoRNA is shown in D. The amounts of variant yU3A RNAs
present in the cells were expressed as a percentage of the amount of WT RNA found in the control experiment (yU3mutant/yU6 relative to yU3WT/
yU6). The values given are mean values from three independent experiments. Their standard deviations are represented by a bar.
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detected. These data revealed the absence of pre-rRNA
cleavage at sites A1 and A2 in the presence of mutation
VI-1, VI-2 or VI-5 in the U3 segment involved in helix VI
formation. They also strongly suggested the absence of
cleavage at site A0 in the presence of these mutations.
To complete the demonstration, we performed primer
extension analyses of mature rRNAs and pre-rRNA mat-
uration intermediates. First, the analyses were made on
total RNAs extracted from NOY504 cells transformed
by plasmid pHW18 expressing the variant 50-ETS:VI-1,
VI-2 and VI-5 pre-rRNAs. NOY504 cells were grown at
non-permissive temperature, so that, only the pre-rRNAs
expressed from the recombinant pHW18 plasmids were
produced. We used primer 009 (Figure 4A) directed
against the tagged sequence located in the 50-terminal
region of 18S rRNA as the probe. As illustrated in
Supplementary Figure S2, whereas a strong cDNA band
was detected at the level of site A1 when the WT
pre-rRNA was expressed, no primer extension product
corresponding to RNA molecules ending at this site
were detected when the variant pre-rRNAs were produced.
The absence of cDNA band corresponding to site A1
was not accompanied by the appearance of a cDNA
band corresponding to intermediates cleaved at site A0.
These data were also in favour of the absence of cleavage
at site A0 in the mutated pre-rRNAs. Primer extension
analyses performed with primer 016 directed against the
tag sequence located in the 50-terminal part of 25S rRNA,
showed that the amount of 25S extension product was
A B
Figure 3. Cell growth is restored when mutations in the 50-ETS region of pre-rRNA are compensated by mutations in segment VI of U3 snoRNA.
(A) The WT helix VI is shown as proposed by Borovjagin and Gerbi (38), the variants of helix VI formed by compensatory substitutions in segment
VI of U3 snoRNA and the 50-ETS region are shown below, base substitutions are in grey. (B) Test for growth at 20 and 37 C on YPG medium. The
NOY504 yeast strain was co-transformed with the WT or a variant pHW18 plasmid (WT, 50-ETS:VI-1, 50-ETS:VI-2, 50-ETS:VI-5 and 50-ETS:VI-6)
containing one rDNA unit under the control of the GAL7 promoter and the WT or a variant pASZ11::U3A plasmid (WT, U3:VI-1, U3:VI-2,
U3:VI-5 and U3:VI-6). The untransformed NOY504 strain ( ) was used as a control. Growth capacities at 20 and 37 C (non-permissive tempera-
ture) were examine after 48h of growth on YPG medium.
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Figure 4. Mutations in helix VI abolish pre-rRNA cleavages at sites A0, A1 and A2 and 18S rRNA production. (A) The organization of the yeast
pre-rRNA encoded by the rDNA unit inserted in plasmid pHW18 (28,32,49) is shown in the upper part of the panel. The 50- and 30-ETS sequences
and the ITS1 and ITS2 sequences correspond to thin lines, sequences corresponding to mature 18S, 5.8S and 25S rRNAs are shown by black
rectangles, respectively. Positions of the A0, A1, A2 and A3 cleavages are indicated by arrows. The additional tag sequences in the 18S and 25S
rRNAs are drawn as white boxes. Their complementary oligonucleotide probes 009 and 016 (44,45) are shown. The lower part of the Panel shows
that mutations in fragment 50-ETS VI of the yeast pre-rRNA abolish 18S rRNA production and production is restored by expression of a yeast U3
snoRNA containing compensatory mutations. NOY504 cells were co-transformed with the WT or a variant pHW18 plasmid (50-ETS:WT,
50-ETS:VI-1, 50-ETS:VI-2 and 50-ETS:VI-5), and the WT or a variant pASZ11::U3A plasmid (U3:WT, U3:VI-1, U3:VI-2 and U3:VI-5), as indicated
above each lane. After 6h of growth at non-permissive temperature (37 C) in YPG medium, total RNA was extracted, fractionated by electro-
phoresis on a 1.2% agarose–formaldehyde gel and transferred onto a nylon membrane. Oligonucleotides 009 and 016 (A and Supplementary Table
S1) were used as the probes for northern blot analysis. Positions of the 18S and 25S rRNAs in the gel are indicated on the right side of the
autoradiogram. The untransformed NOY504 strain ( ) was used as a control. (B) The architecture of the yeast 35S pre-rRNA is schematically
represented using the same symbols as in A. The pre-rRNA sequence complementary to the oligonucleotide probe 002 used for northern blot
analyses and 008 used for primer extension are shown. The 23S and 20S pre-rRNA maturation intermediates and mature 18S rRNA are represented
below together with the positions of cleavage sites and of the 002 and 008 target sequences. (C and D) Mutations in segment VI of yeast U3 snoRNA
abolish cleavages at sites A0–A2. In C, northern blot analyses were performed on total RNAs extracted from JH84 cells transformed with the WT or
a variant pASZ11::U3A plasmid (U3:VI-1, U3:VI-2 and U3:VI-5), after 24h of growth at 30 C in YPD medium. In C total RNAs total RNAs were
fractionated by electrophoresis on a 1.2% agarose–formaldehyde gel and transferred onto a Hybond
+ membrane. Oligonucleotide 002
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(continued)only slightly decreased in total RNAs of cells expressing
the variant pre-rRNAs (Supplementary Figure S2). As
expected, primer extension of RNA ending at site A1
was restored upon expression of the variant U3
snoRNAs containing mutations that restored helix VI for-
mation (Supplementary Figure S2), and this reinforced the
idea that helix VI is required for cleavages at sites A0–A2.
Finally, illustration of the impairment of cleavage at site
A0 in the absence of helix VI was obtained by primer
extension analysis of total RNAs extracted from JH84
cells grown on glucose and transformed with pASZ11
plasmids expressing the WT or variant U3 snoRNAs
VI-1, VI-2 and VI-5. Primer 008 complementary to the
50 extremity of the 18S rRNA (Figure 4B) was used as
the probe. As illustrated in Figure 4D, whereas a normal
amount of reverse transcript ending at site A0 was
detected for cells expressing the WT U3 snoRNA, only
trace amounts of this product were detected for cells
expressing the variant U3 snoRNAs. These trace
amounts probably resulted from residual WT U3
snoRNA still present after JH84 cell transfer and growth
on glucose.
Segment VI is essential for Mpp10p, Imp4p and Imp3p
association in cellulo
According to in vitro reconstitution assays, proteins Imp3
and Imp4 were found to bind to the yeast U3 snoRNA
segment 4–50 (39). It was also shown that, these proteins
have a higher afﬁnity for the entire U3 50-terminal domain
(positions 1–76) including the U3 segment VI, as
compared to segment 4–50 (39). Furthermore, based on
in cellulo data, the U3 region from positions 47 to 72,
which also contains segment VI, was found to associate
directly or indirectly with protein Mpp10 (25). Altogether,
this suggested that the U3 segment VI might be required
for association of the three Mpp10, Imp4 and Imp3
proteins. To test this hypothesis, we generated variant
JH84 strains expressing tagged version of these proteins,
so that the U3 snoRNA molecules associated with them in
cellulo could be immunoselected using antibodies directed
against their tag sequences. In strains JH84-VS10, the
MPP10 gene was substituted by a gene encoding a Flag-
tagged Mpp10 fusion protein, and this modiﬁed JH84
strain was transformed with plasmid p413TEF::HA-
IMP4 expressing an HA-tagged Imp4 protein, so that
the transformed cells expressed both a tagged Mpp10p
and a tagged Imp4p. These JH84-VS10 cells were also
transformed with one of the four pASZ11::U3A
plasmids expressing a WT or variant U3 snoRNA
(U3:VI-1, VI-2 or VI-5 variant). In the JH84-VS3 strain,
we substituted the genomic IMP3 gene by a gene encod-
ing a TAP-tagged Imp3 fusion protein. This modiﬁed
JH84 strain was transformed with each of the four
pASZ11::U3A plasmid expressing the WT or variant
(U3:VI-1, VI-2 or VI-5) U3 snoRNAs in order to test
their capability to associate with the TAP-tagged Imp3
protein. The levels of WT and variant U3 snoRNAs
associated with proteins Flag-Mpp10 and HA-Imp4 in
transformed JH84-VS10 cells was measured by immuno-
selection using either agarose beads coated with an
anti-Flag antibody (Mpp10p) or G-sepharose beads
coated with anti-HA antibody (Imp4), respectively. The
level of WT and variant U3 snoRNA associated with
the TAP-Imp3 protein in transformed JH84-VS3 cells
was measured by immunoselection using agarose beads
coated with IgG antibodies. In order to compare the cap-
ability of association of WT and variant U3 snoRNAs
with each of the three proteins, all immunoselection ex-
periments were performed on cell extracts prepared from
the same amount of cells (30 U A600). The immunoselected
RNAs were phenol extracted and subjected to northern
blot analysis using the RT-yU3 probe (Figure 5A, lanes
7–10). In parallel, as above, the levels of expression of the
U3 snoRNA variants in the JH84-VS10 and JH84-VS3
cells were compared to that of WT U3 snoRNA by
northern blot analyses using the RT-yU3 and RT-yU6
oligonucleotides as the probes (Figure 5A, lanes 2–5).
Control experiments were also performed on JH84-VS3
and JH84-VS10 cells transformed with an empty
pASZ11 plasmid (Figure 5A, lanes 1 and 6). The speciﬁ-
city of the immunoselection was demonstrated by the ab-
sence of signal for the U6 snRNA probe (RT-yU6)
(Figure 5A, lanes 6–10). The ability of the variant U3
snoRNAs to bind to the Flag-tagged Mpp10,
HA-tagged Imp4 or TAP-tagged Imp3 protein was ex-
pressed as a percentage of that found for the WT U3
snoRNA and the values obtained were corrected by
taking into account the relative levels of expression of
these variant U3 snoRNAs as compared to WT U3
snoRNA (corrected percentages, see ‘Materials and
Methods’ section for details). In Figure 5A, one example
of immunoselection assay experiment is given for each of
the three proteins. Figure 5B represents the mean values of
the corrected percentages established for the association of
each variant U3 snoRNA with each protein in three inde-
pendent experiments, as well as their standard deviations.
As illustrated in Figure 5A and B, the variant U3
snoRNA U3:VI-2 was unable to associate with any of
the three Flag-tagged Mpp10, HA-tagged Imp4 and
TAP-tagged Imp3 proteins. The U3 snoRNA variants
Figure 4. Continued
complementary to an ITS1 segment located upstream of site A2 (B) was used as the probe. The hybridization conditions are described in ‘Materials
and Methods’ section. Total RNA extracted from JH84 cells transformed with an empty pASZ11 plasmid was used as a control, lane marked by ( ).
The results obtained reveal the absence of 20S production in JH84 cells expressing the variant U3 snoRNAs. In D, the same total RNAs as in B were
analysed by primer extension using oligonucleotide 008 complementary to the 18S 50-terminal segment as the primer. Conditions for primer extension
are described in ‘Materials and Methods’ section. In parallel, total RNA extracted from JH84 cells transformed with the WT pASZ11::U3A plasmid
was subjected to sequence analysis using oligonucleotide 008 as the primer. Products of the four sequencing reactions, Lanes U, G, C, A and the
extension products were fractionated in parallel on a polyacrylamide sequencing gel. The extension products ending at site A0 are indicated by an
arrow on the right side of the autoradiogram. The sequence read on the autoradiogram and the position of site A0 in this sequence are shown on the
left side of the autoradiogram. The data obtained reveal the impairment of cleavage at site A0 when mutated U3 snoRNAs are expressed.
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Imp3p, but with a lower efﬁciency as compared to the
WT U3 snoRNA. The stronger effect of the mutations
observed for HA-tagged Imp4p as compared to the two
other proteins may be explained by its competition with
the WT Imp4p protein expressed from the IMP4 genomic
gene. However, altogether the data showed the functional
importance of the U3 segment VI for efﬁcient recruitment
of the three Mpp10, Imp3 and Imp4 proteins.
DISCUSSION
The entire 50-terminal domain of yeast U3 snoRNA is
involved in pre-rRNA processing, whereas the 30 domain
of U3 snoRNA is highly variable in size and sequence and
is essentially considered to be the scaffold for binding the
U3 snoRNP core proteins (15–17), the U3 50 domain has a
highly conserved sequence and is directly implicated in
pre-rRNA processing by its docking on the pre-rRNA
Figure 5. Segment VI of U3 snoRNA is required for efﬁcient association of proteins Mpp10, Imp4 and Imp3 in cellulo.( A) The JH84-SV10 cells
(expressing the Flag-tagged Mpp10 protein and transformed with plasmid p413TEF::HA-Imp4p) and the JH84-SV3 cells (expressing the TAP-tagged
Imp3 protein) were transformed with the WT or a variant pASZ11::U3A plasmid (U3:WT, U3:VI-1, U3:VI-2 and U3:VI-5). Cells were grown in
YPG medium until stationary phase and then transferred in YPD medium for 24h. They were washed with ice-cold water and lysed as previously
described (20). A fraction of the extract (10%) was used to quantify the cellular amount of variant yU3A RNAs by northern blot analysis, using the
same conditions as in Figure 2C (lanes 1–5). Another fraction of the extract (90%) was used for immunoselection assays, by incubation with beads
coated either with an anti-Flag, an anti-HA antibody or with IgG as described in ‘Materials and Methods’ section. In both cases, the RNAs bound
to the beads were extracted by proteinase K digestion followed by phenol extraction. The amount of the yU3A variant RNAs associated with the
Flag-tagged Mpp10, HA-tagged Imp4 or TAP-tagged Imp3 protein was analysed by northern blot analysis as described above (Lanes 6–10). (B) The
relative amounts of immunoselected variant yU3A RNAs, as compared to WT yU3A RNA were determined (IV/IWT%). As described in ‘Materials
and Methods’ section, the binding capacity of the Flag-tagged Mpp10, HA-tagged Imp4 and TAP-tagged Imp3 proteins to the variant RNAs were
expressed as a percentage of their binding capacity to the WT RNA (Flag-tagged Mpp10p, HA-tagged Imp4p and TAP-tagged Imp3p relative
afﬁnities indicated as
½yU3 mutant pellet
½yU3 mutant total=
½yU3 wt pellet
½yU3 wt total   100 percentages). The values given are mean values of three independent experiments and their
standard deviations are represented by bars.
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(16,21, 23,24,33,39,40,46,47).
Docking of U3 snoRNA on the pre-rRNA is probably a
key step for production of active processome (55). Up to
now, only the 50 part of the 50 domain of S. cerevisiae U3
snoRNA was shown to be directly involved in this process
(16,21,27). Here, in parallel with the work done by Dutca
et al. (43), we provide experimental evidences showing
the formation of a second intermolecular helix between
yeast U3 snoRNA and the 50-ETS region of the
pre-rRNA and its functional importance for cell growth
and production of mature 18S rRNA. Together with
previous results, the present data shows that formation
of ﬁve distinct intermolecular base pair interactions
between U3 snoRNA and the pre-rRNA are required
for 18S rRNA production in S. cerevisiae. Consequently,
the entire 50-domain of yeast U3 snoRNA is involved in
this process.
Production of mature 18S rRNA in yeast is more strongly
dependent upon U3 snoRNA–pre-rRNA interactions than
in vertebrates
In X. laevis, the 50- and 30-hinge segments of U3 snoRNA
both form base-pair interactions with two distinct
segments of the pre-rRNA 50-ETS region, respectively
(Figure 1D) (38). The 30-hinge interaction was found to
have a greater importance for production of mature 18S
rRNA as compared to the 50-hinge interaction (34,37,38).
In metazoan, this 30-hinge interaction was found to be
unnecessary for initial association of U3 snoRNA to the
processome (55), but likely required for further anchoring
of U3 snoRNA onto the pre-rRNA (32,51).
In yeast, previous studies (32) revealed an essential role
of the formation of helix V, which is the counterpart of the
metazoan 50-hinge interaction, suggesting that yeast helix
V may be the functional counterpart of the metazoan
30-hinge interaction (35). However, here we demonstrate
that both helix VI (30-hinge) and helix V (50-hinge) play a
crucial role in yeast. Furthermore, as previously found for
helix V (32), in the absence of helix VI formation, cleav-
ages at sites A0, A1 and A2 are abolished. Hence,
as compared to metazoan pre-rRNA processing, yeast
pre-rRNA processing is more strongly dependent upon
formation of base-pair interactions between U3 snoRNA
and the 50-ETS region. This difference may be explained
by the involvement of nucleolin in the docking of X. laevis
U3 snoRNA onto pre-rRNA. Indeed, nucleolin was
shown to bind to a phylogenetically conserved motif at
site A’ in the 50-ETS region of the X. laevis pre-rRNA
and upon binding to this site, nucleolin stimulates
U3 snoRNA recruitment onto the pre-rRNA (56). The
implication of nucleolin in docking of U3 snoRNA onto
the pre-rRNA was also demonstrated in T. brucei, which
may also explain the limited role of the 50-hinge inter-
action in this species (34,57). Noticeably, however,
a third base-pair interaction established between U3
snoRNA and an upstream sequence in the 50-ETS region
is required for T. brucei 18S rRNA production (57).
The involvement of protein Nsr1, the yeast counterpart
of nucleolin, in U3 snoRNA docking onto yeast
pre-rRNA was not demonstrated up to now (58), which
may explain the stronger requirement for base pair inter-
actions between U3 snoRNA and the 50 ETS region in this
species.
However, only ﬁve (helices I–VI) of the six proposed
base pair interactions between U3 snoRNA and the
pre-rRNA in yeast have a major functional importance,
since we show that mutations in the U3 segment which
may form helix IV with the 18S part of the pre-rRNA (17),
have no effect on cell growth. In contrast, formation of the
30-hinge interaction has an essential role for 18S rRNA
production in all eukaryotic species. This helix might be
required for proper alignment of the pre-rRNA 18S region
within the processome. It was proposed to initiate
the docking of U3 snoRNA on the pre-rRNA in the
parallel study of Dutca et al. (43). Interestingly substitu-
tion of the two 30 terminal C residues in the U3 segment VI
which abolished the possibility to form two G–C pairs in
helix VI led to a cryo-sensitive phenotype, instead of a
thermosentive phenotype which would be expected if the
effect of the mutation was simply due to a decreased sta-
bility of the essential helix VI. One possible explanation to
this observation is that formation of helix VI is in compe-
tition with the formation of a stable structure in the 50
ETS region. Accordingly, Dutca et al. (43) detected a
marked difference of the 2D structure of the pre-rRNA
region extending from position 290 to 330 upon helix VI
formation.
The nucleotide sequence of two intermolecular helices
formed by yeast U3 snoRNA and the pre-rRNA are
functionally important
While the number of interactions formed between U3
snoRNA and the 50-ETS of the pre-rRNA, are variable
in number depending on the species, three helices I–III are
always formed by interaction of U3 snoRNA with the 18S
part of the pre-rRNA (Figure 1A) (17,22). While 18S
rRNA production was restored upon generation of com-
pensatory mutations, in helix I, no restoration was
obtained for helix II, suggesting a strong importance of
its nucleotide sequence (28). Similarly, the present data
strongly suggest that the nucleotide sequence of helix VI
or at least of the U3 snoRNA segment VI is important for
pre-rRNA processing, while no sequence dependence was
previously found for helix V (34,49). In addition, as found
for the X. laevis 30-hinge segment (36), we found that the
integrity of the 30 half of segment VI is of major import-
ance for 18S rRNA production in yeast. This common
property of the yeast U3 segment VI and its vertebrate’s
counterpart might reﬂect an implication in the recruitment
of U3 speciﬁc proteins, namely Mpp10p, Imp3p and
Imp4p.
Possible role of the U3 segment VI in Mpp10p, Imp4p
and Imp3p recruitment
In connection with the above hypothesis, we indeed
found that segment VI of yeast U3 snoRNA is required
for efﬁcient recruitment of proteins Mpp10, Imp3 and
Imp4 (Figure 5). The strong dependence of this binding
on the integrity of the 30 half of the U3 segment VI
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of the corresponding half of helix VI.
Our data are in good agreement with results obtained
in HeLa cells, since, generation of mutations in the
30-hinge of human U3 snoRNA (hU3), but not in its
50-hinge, markedly reduced the association of the
human Mpp10 protein (hMpp10) (55). However, it
should be pointed out that both, in HeLa cell and in
yeast, the integrity of the U3 50 domain is necessary but
not sufﬁcient for Mpp10 association: mutations in the
B/C motif strongly diminished or abolished this associ-
ation (26,55).
In yeast, segment 4 (positions 47–63, Figure 1A), which
is linking helix VI to helix V and forms helix 1b’
(Figure 1B) (15), was previously proposed to be required
for Mpp10p association (25). However, mutations altering
the formation of helix 1b0 had no effect on Mpp10p asso-
ciation (25). Accordingly, our data, conﬁrm the absence of
implication of segment 4 in Mpp10p association.
Taking into account the fact that the three Mpp10,
Imp3 and Imp4 proteins form a hetero-trimer, their asso-
ciation with U3 snoRNA are expected to be
inter-connected. Indeed, Mpp10p recruitment on U3
snoRNA was proposed to depend on the association of
protein Imp3 with this RNA (26), and protein Imp3 was
proposed to be required for Imp4p binding to U3
snoRNA (27). In vitro, proteins Imp3 and Imp4 bind
both to the U3 segment extending from positions 4 to 50
(39) and to the entire 50-domain (positions 1–76). The
afﬁnity for the shorter fragment which is missing
segment VI was only slightly lower than that for the
entire 50 domain (300 against 200nM) (39). Our
in cellulo observation of a strong importance of the U3
segment VI for association of proteins Imp3, Imp4 and
more particularly for Mpp10p reveals a higher complexity
of the in vivo assembly of these proteins with U3 snoRNA
compared to the in vitro situation and raises the possibility
that some other nucleolar factors implicated in
processome assembly, are involved in the in cellulo asso-
ciation of these proteins with U3 snoRNA. This may be
the case for protein Utp25 which was shown to interact
with Mpp10p (59) or for other RNA binding proteins such
as Rrp5, Rrp7 and MRD1 (55,60,61).
Furthermore, as previous in vitro assays showed that
proteins Imp3 and Imp4 mediate helix V formation and
stabilize this helix, and also that Imp4p mediates the for-
mation of helix II and III involving the 18S part of the
pre-rRNA (Figure 1A) (39,40), we can ask the question
whether interaction of the Mpp10p-Imp4p-Imp3p
hetero-trimer with helix VI may reinforce the stability of
this helix in vivo.
Altogether, the present data together with the data
obtained in parallel by Dutca et al. (43) open new
avenues for future research on the mechanism of
assembly and action of the processome.
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